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Bass Braid is made with a high quality weaving process creating a soft
&amp; silky smooth line. It has low friction as it travels through your
guides resulting in silent, accurate and long casts. This braid is made
with 8 carriers of high quality PE fibers and 32 weaves per inch
achieving an excellent strength to diameter ratio. Bass Braid is a
perfectly round, thinner line which allows it to shoot through even
micro guides for greater castability. Bass Braid is available in 5
popular sizes 15#, 20#, 30#, 50# and 65# on 195 yd spools.

Iguana & tarantula are sinking fishing lines designed for strong-toothed fish that fight
till the end. It combines strength and elasticity and fully satisfies the most severe
criteria issued by the most demanding anglers. They absorb sudden pulls of fish
because they stretch without breaking, which allows you to take total control of the
fish. All notches, cuts and scratches are fatal to a fishing line because in those places
the line breaks most easily. Iguana & tarantula contains copolymers which entirely
prevent the line from those shortcomings.
Iguana - mist green
Tarantula - smoke grey

Fire monofilament has been specifically designed for spin fishing. Fire guarantee’s longer cast and ultimate feel when finesse fishing.
Thanks to specific parameters designed for spin fishing, Fire will come out straight off your reel keeping a very low memory cast after
cast. Fire’s design keeps it strong even under the sharpest of strikes and snags. Giving you ultimate comfort and worry less of it
snapping on you. Fire’s super strength derives from its new technological production. Design by modifying standard lines and making
them far superior in all aspects. Fire has been tested in all types of fishing situations and is ready for anything you cast it at.

FLUOROCARBON doesn’t absorb water even after 100 hours in the water. Most lines absorb 10% water after 24 hours which
weakens it by 5-10% of its original durability. Normal lines reflect UV rays which allows them to be seen by fish.
FLUOROCARBON lets UV pass through, not reflecting them off. FLUOROCARBON is unnoticeable by fish. A lot of fisherman
around the world use flouro as a leader and achieve great results.

